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EHFF (Ireland) Brief Annual Report to Dec. 31st 2019 
 
Having established trusted accountants in Dublin (the same firm that 
manages FEASTA’s accounts), the only other administrative changes 
are that Iseult Conlan actively joined the Board of Directors having 
returned from the Far East, Kristine Sorenson joined the Advisory Board 
and both Bernie Merkel and Jeni Bremner formally withdrew. 
The finances going forward are discussed in the notes to the draft 
Accounts. Taking the agreed Work Plan 2019 as a template, this year’s 
activities can be listed accordingly: 
Beyond Health: 
The Beyond Health narrative was successfully completed and is on the 
website. Development of the website during 2019 is reported by 
EHFF.UK. In terms of connecting with other sectors, this is currently the 
focus of a working group we now have with Metaphorum. Our link with 
FEASTA is expressed through a series of jointly produced podcasts, the 
second series presently being recorded. Thanks to Agnieszka we now 
have membership of three inter-related initiatives that give us EU profile: 
All Policies for a Healthy Europe (AP4HE), the European Health 
Parliament and Reimagine Europa. Our search for a high level patron 
continues. 
Empowerment: 
Progress on the CEMPaC project is reported by EHFF.UK. This project 
has however supported making links within Ireland via consultancy to 
the Irish HSE and also the Irish branch of the ICHC (integrated care). 
The SCiE initiative has progressed to the extent that it is now 
established under the umbrella of DCHE in Denmark as a legal entity. 
SCiE ran a successful Self-care in Europe week in November as well as 
participating in the Utrecht seminar that month, co-hosted with CEMPaC. 
Digital transformation:  
Slow progress in this area. We are tracking the Commission’s European 
Data space initiative. We are firming up links with both DHACA and 
Healthcare Futurists, two of our partners and are in discussion with two 
small digital consultancies, Coreva-scientific (who have offered a small 
donation) and MindWave Ventures (Victoria Betton’s new employer). 
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Communication:  
This is dealt with largely in the EHFF.UK report. We have progressed 
the ‘intel inside’ concept, with a new logo for EHFF (but not yet for 
EHFF.UK) with new business cards distributed to most Directors and 
Advisory Board members which have a QR code on them that links 
direct to the website. Although Twitter and the Newsletter are a starting 
point, there is still a lot to do in terms of reaching out to the EHFF 
Community. The different sections of the website do offer an opportunity 
to develop thinking further in these dozen areas of interest via specific 
consultation with experts within our group with subsequent updating of 
the site and promotion of this new content. 
Hop-on-hop-off: 
For regular operations meetings we created this additional category to 
cover specific projects, such as Chrodis plus, EMPATTICS, COMPAR-
EU and the EIP where we have a small involvement in projects involving 
large consortia, and participation at relevant conferences such as those 
of EPF and EHMA. We continue to look to additional small scale 
involvements of this kind, simply to maintain profile (as EU funding for 
health projects is in decidedly short supply now and in the near future). 
 
Commentary: 
Our primary weakness remains in the area of succession and 
sustainability. Hence this is the proposed focus for our next strategy 
discussion. A reflection on the evolution of EHFF – what seems to be 
emerging more strongly in the last year is that with the implementation of 
communication strategies, which previously were identified but not put 
into practice, we’ve also clarified further our more holistic stance to 
health and society and this may well take us in slightly unexpected 
directions. Secondly, that seeking linkages with a larger whole, in terms 
of connecting our network with other existing ones is undoubtedly a 
preferred and logical option but as we have discovered, presents 
significant challenges in terms of realising this practice. Daniel 
Steenstra’s formulation of our work representing overlapping processes 
of education, consultancy and research still holds, although the last 
mentioned needs to be better developed, looking forwards. 
 


